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Genes in Tooth Development
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ABSTRACT

Teeth form as epithelial appendages such as hairs and glands. During development,
reciprocal and sequential epithelial-mesenchymal interactions regulate processes such as
proliferation, differentiation and morphogenesis. These interactions are mediated by conserved
signaling pathways that are reiteratively used during development of all organs. Mutations in
genes encoding molecules in the signaling pathways cause numerous abnormalities in craniofacial
bones and teeth including missing or supernumerary teeth, and disturbances in formation of
dentin and enamel. This article is regarding the genetic basis of tooth development, methods used
to study it, and the genes that have been definitively implicated in the development of human
dentition and the brief notice on the deformities caused due to the mutation of the these genes.
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INTRODUCTION

Teeth are vertebrate organs that arise from
complex and progressive interactions between an
ectoderm, the oral epithelium and an underlying
mesenchyme. During their early development, tooth
germs exhibit many morphological and molecular
similarities with other developing epithelial
appendages, such as hair follicles, mammary and
salivary glands, lungs, kidneys, etc. Recent
advances in molecular genetics have made it
possible to identify the exact genes responsible for
the development of teeth. This paper is regarding
the genetic basis of tooth development, methods
used to study it, and the genes that have been
definitively implicated human dentition.

History
The inheritance patterns of genes was first

described by Gregor Mendel in 18651 and
extensively studied in the early part of the 20th
century2 While the traditional Mendelian model of
inheritance is extremely useful in studying traits

caused due to a single gene, it does not give an
accurate description of traits caused by multiple
genes3 The limitations of the Mendelian model also
meant that the genetic studies often focused on
groups with a limited gene pool, such as groups
with a history of consanguineous marriage4 or
isolated island populations5 Using these models it
was shown that the initiation of tooth development
was controlled by more than one gene6

Experimental studies
In 1913, Bridges showed that genes were

located on chromosomes7 but it was not until the
early 1970s that a variety of cytogenetic methods
were discovered that produced distinct bands on
each chromosome8,9,10 making it possible to give
each gene a specific “genetic address.”11 Even
though the first draft of the entire human genome
was completed only in 2001,12 by the 1990s
researchers in oral biology were studying the dental
implications of the decoding of the human genome.
At the forefront of research into the genetics of tooth
development were the homeobox genes13
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Suitability for both genetic and embryologic studies,
the mouse emerged as the predominant system for
contemporary experimental studies on tooth
development13 Most of the early genetic analyses
of tooth development, which have formed the basis
of our understanding of the genetics of hypodontia,
were done by the use of mouse mutations. These
could be accomplished by the use of the following
methods:
• Knockout mice
• Transgenic Mice

Knockout mice
In knockout technology, a known gene is

selectively targeted for disruption in embryonic stem
(ES) cells by the principle of homologous
recombination14 Reconstitution of ES cells in
chimeric mice and germ line transmission results
in mice which carry a loss-of-function, typically
recessive, mutation in a known gene. These mice
can then be bred to homozygosity and the
phenotypic consequences of the mutation assessed
during embryogenesis13 The disadvantage of
knockout mutations was that the gene that is
knocked out may have growth implications beyond
the development of the tooth resulting in the failure
of the embryo to form, a problem that was overcome
by the development of conditional knockout
systems15

Transgenic mice
In transgenic technology, mutations of the

genes responsible for tooth development are
chosen and extracted. Next they are injected into
fertilized mouse eggs. Embryos are implanted in
the uterus of a surrogate mother. The selected genes
will be expressed by some of the offspring allowing
investigators to study the effects of the gene16

Using mouse models, by late 1990s
researchers had managed to identify the genes
responsible for mammalian tooth formation17, 18 In
1998, Thomas and Sharpe proposed that the
patterning of murine dentition was regulated by a
complex interaction of the homeobox genes and
termed it the “OdontogenicHomeobox Code.”18 It
was found that the genes responsible for tooth
formation comprised of transcription factors, growth
factors, and receptors17, 19

A transcription factor (sometimes called a
sequence-specific DNA binding factor) is a protein
that binds to specific DNA sequences and thereby
controls the transfer (or transcription) of genetic
information from DNA to mRNA. 4, 20 The MSX21 and
DLX22 families of homeobox genes are examples
of transcription factors that control tooth genesis. A
growth factor is a naturally occurring substance
capable of stimulating cellular growth, proliferation,
and cellular differentiation, matrix metalo
proteinase (MMP)23 and fibroblast growth factor
(FGF) being an examples of such factors.
24 Receptors are protein molecules, embedded in
either the plasma membrane or the cytoplasm of a
cell, to which one or more specific kinds of signaling
molecules may attach. The epithelial growth factor
receptor (EGFR) being an example of such a
receptor25

Using these mouse models Vieira in 2003
proposed that, “Specific genes were responsible
for specific missing teeth” in mice [Table - 1].  In order
to know which of these genes to look for in humans
and ascertain the location of these genes, oral clefts
and syndromic forms of tooth agenesis were
proposed as suitable genetic models26

Genes
Homeobox

Edward Lewis was the first person to
identify the homeotic genes.Homeobox (Hox)
genes are a set of genes that determine an
organizational pattern in vertebrates. First isolated
in the fly Drosophila melanogaster.In mammals, 38
Hox genes have been identified which reside in
four main chromosomal clusters, termed Hoxa,
Hoxb, Hoxc, and Hoxd, and define 13 paralogous
groups.Homeobox (Hox) genes are a set of genes
that determine an organizational pattern in
vertebrates27 First isolated in the fly Drosophila
melanogaster, the temporal and spatial control
of Hox gene expression is essential for correct
patterning of many animals28 Other vertebrate
genes, such as the Msx gene family, also contain
homeoboxes, but since these are dispersed to
different chromosomal locations in the genome,
they are referred to as “homeobox genes” rather
than “Hox genes.”29 Remarkably, the relative order
of mammalian Hox genes in each cluster parallels
the order of the related genes in the Drosophila
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HOM-C, a paralogous relationship which permits
the mammalian Hox genes to be grouped into the
13 discrete groups30 

MSX
MSX1 (muscle segment), initially called

homeobox 7 (HOX7), is a non-clustered homeobox
protein which is located on the small arm of
chromosome 4 with the genetic address 4p16.3-
p16.131 This gene encodes a member of the muscle
segment homeobox gene family. The encoded
protein functions as a transcriptional repressor
during embryogenesis through interactions with
components of the core transcription complex and
other homeoproteins32 The gene has been shown
to have a considerable role in tooth development. 

MSX2 – expressed by precursors of
maxillary and mandibular bone, Meckel’s cartilage
and the tooth germs. At bud stage MSX2 is
detectable in vestibular lamina and both dental
epithelium and mesenchyme and later in cap stage
in enamel knot and vestibular epithelium

DLX
DLX is another gene that is also

responsible in the tooth development. They are the
distal less gene. The interaction of the dlx and the
MSX gene help in the tooth development. MSX and
DLX have opposite transcription factors i.e. when
the MSX functions as a suppressor the DLX
functions as an activator. MSX and DLX genes
participate in the tooth development by reciprocal
epithelial-mesenchymal interaction.as the
epithelium of the prospective oral cavity thickens to
form the dental lamina the expression of the msx2
localizes. Activation of MSX1, MSX2, DLX1, DLX2

in dental mesenchyme in response to BMP4 and
FGF signals form the overlying epithelium.

PAX
PAX9 is a member of the paired box (PAX)

family of transcription factors. The PAX 9 gene is
located on the long arm of chromosome 14 and
has the genetic address 14q12-q1333 These genes
play critical roles during fetal development and
cancer growth34 The PAX9 gene was first shown to
be associated with autosomal dominant, non-
syndromic, familial oligodontia. Since then several
novel mutations in the gene have been discovered
in families around the world35, 36, 37 {TABLE-2}. In
addition, a recent study has also found that families
with affected benign hereditary chorea show a
deletion of the PAX9 gene resulting in
oligodontia.  Peg-shaped lateral incisors and other
forms of microdontia have long been known to be
mild forms of hypodontia. PAX9 mutations have
been associated with both hypodontia and a
generalized reduction of the size of the teeth. 

Table 1: Genes responsible for specific
missing teeth in mice

Defective gene Type of tooth agenesis

Dlx-1 and Dlx-2 Upper molars
Activin bA, activin Incisors and lower molars
receptors IIA and IIB,
Smad 2
Fgf8 All but lower incisors
Msx1 All
Pax9 All

Table 2: Mutations in the gene in families
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AXIN2 or axis inhibitor protein 2 is a gene
located on the long arm of chromosome 17 with a
genetic address of 17q23-q24.  The association of
the gene to tooth agenesis was first found in a
Finnish family with a predisposition for colorectal
cancer.  It has been shown that the AXIN2 mutations
may also be responsible for sporadic forms of
incisor agenesis.  The mode of transmission of
hypodontia due to defects in the AXIN2 gene has
not been definitively proved.

LTBP3 (latent transforming growth factor
beta binding protein 3) is a gene that modulates
the bioavailability of TGF-beta. Located on the long
arm of chromosome 11, it has the genetic address
11q12. A study on a Pakistani family with a history
of consanguineous marriage found that a mutation
in the LTBP3 gene causes an autosomal recessive
form of familial oligodontia. 

EDA (ectodysplasin 1) is a gene located
at Xq12-q13.1 that has been linked to X-linked
recessive ectodermal dysplasia.  A study of
Chinese families with non syndromic X-linked
hypodontia showed that a Thr338Met mutation of
the EDA gene was responsible for the congenital
absence of maxillary and mandibular central
incisors, lateral incisors, and canines, with the high
possibility of persistence of maxillary and
mandibular first permanent molars. 

The proximal maxilla develop, does not
express Hox genes and tooth development is
controlled by local interactions involving non-
Hoxhomeobox and other transcriptional regulators
.At embryonic days 9–11, the oral epithelium
initiates tooth development by signalling through

generic molecules including FGFs (Fibroblast
Growth Factors), BMPs (Bone Morphogenetic
Proteins), Wnts and Shh (Sonic hedgehog) to the
underlying neural crest-derived mesenchyme.

Wnt genes 4, 6,10a and10b, which are
expressed in the presumptive dental epithelium at
this stage, are likely candidates for these Wnt
signals involved in the dental lamina to bud stage
transition. Binding of Wnts to their receptors causes
formation in the nucleus of active transcription
complexes between b-catenin and Lef1, a member
of the LEF/TCF family of DNA binding proteins that
activates Wnt target gene expression. Wntsignaling
is also required for the bud-to-cap transition

Therefore the jaw is divided into a tooth-
forming LHX-positive domain and a non-tooth-
formingGSC-positive domain.  In mice, in which GSC
has been knocked out, the teeth form normallybut
the supporting skeletal structures in the aboral
region are absent – thus defining the Rostral-caudal
patterning.Overall called OdontogenicHomeobox
Code.

CONCLUSION

With the many studies conducted and the
experimental analysis done the basic genes
involved in the tooth development include the
homeobox,MSX, DLX, PAX group. Any mutation in
the above genes can result in tooth related
deformity or can alter the development. Even now
studies are being conducted on identifying the
genes for tooth development and the search will
go on.
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